
Is  Israel  Prepared  to  meet
ISIS Threats on its Northern
and Southern Frontiers?
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Attention has been  brought to bear by recent activities on
Israel’s northern and southern frontier by  ISIS in Syria and
the Salafist affiliate in the Sinai,  Ansar Beit al-Makdas
(ABAM).  That is independent of the alleged ABAM involvement
in the downing of the Russian Metrojet Airbus 321 on October
31, 2015 with a bomb secreted aboard the aircraft that killed
224 passengers and crew in the Sinai.  While ISIS allegedly
fears  only  the  Israeli  Defense  Force,  at  issue  is  Israel
prepared to deal with these threats on both its Northern and
Southern Frontiers. Moreover, what the US can do given its
virtual abandonment of an alliance with Egypt, Israel and
neighboring  Jordan  that  collectively  face  the  emboldened  
self-declared Islamic State (IS). An Islamic state that has
demonstrated  its  long  arm  reach  planning  and  fomenting
barbarous  terrorism in the Middle East, Europe and even here
in the US. In the final days of 2015.

 Note this Fox/Nation/Townhall  report by a former German
Parliament  member,  now  intrepid  journalist,   Jürgen
Todenhöfer, who with his son spent 10 days in the occupied 
Syrian and Iraqi  precincts of the self-declared Caliphate,
the  Islamic State (ISIS), “Israel Defense Force only Army
ISIS Fears:”

German reporter Jurgen Todenhofer went behind enemy lines
to spend ten days with the Islamic State. He went with his
son, Frederic, but not after spending nearly half a year
ensuring  that  his  safety  would  be  guaranteed  before
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venturing into this perilous region of the world. He plans
on never going back (good idea), but noted that the only
army  these  Islamic  fanatics  truly  fear  is  the  Israel
Defense Forces.

They are confident that they can defeat soldiers from the
West, namely British and American troops, but noted that
the Israelis might be too tough for them. An aspect of
their  strategy  is  to  lure  Western  troops  into  their
territory in order to capture them. Oh, and they plan on
killing  every  Shiite  Muslim  they  can  find,  and  view
Muslims living in Western countries who vote as “top-
priority enemies…as they give people rather than God the
right to make laws.”

The claim from German reporter Jürgen Todenhöfer, a former
member of the German Parliament, came after he spent 10
extraordinary days behind enemy lines in Iraq and Syria,
accompanied by his son Frederic. He returned saying the
group behind the Paris attacks was “preparing the largest
religious cleansing in history” and with a “pessimistic”
view on what can be done to combat it.

But the author of My 10 Days in the Islamic State told
Jewish News: “The only country ISIS fears is Israel. They
told me they know the Israeli army is too strong for
them.”


